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on farm

USING NATURAL 
REMEDIES TO 
IMPROVE SOIL 
HEALTH
By Wayne Griffin 

Pictured: Burdekin grower Gary Spotswood with son Daniel,18, who is completing an 
on-farm apprenticeship as part of his Cert 3 in Ag. (Above) Gary uses mixed fallow 
crops of sun hemp, sunflower, sorghum and dolichos bean. Opposite page: (Top) Feed 
stock used for mixed follow; (Bottom) In addition to bio-fertilisers, beneficial fungi are 
harvested from the farm and grown in drums before being returned to the soil.

Burdekin cane, cattle and mixed crop farmer 
Gary Spotswood is one of an increasing number 
of innovative growers harnessing mother nature 
to improve soil health and boost enviromental 
outcomes.

When third generation Burdekin grower 
Gary Spotswood decided to give organic 
farming a go, it was mainly a commercial 
exercise.

A contact in the Melbourne vegetable 
market, coupled with a chance to save 
on input costs, convinced Gary to try his 
hand at chemical-free horticulture.

However, as he delved deeper and 
deeper into the world of organics, Gary 
discovered his attitude to farming and 
land management undergoing a change.

“I didn’t see it coming when I started out, 
but since I’ve gotten into the organics I’ve 
realised that we’re looking at things the 
wrong way," Gary said.

"We've got to start looking after our soil – 
it doesn't matter what crop we’re growing 
– look at the soil first and get that right, 
use that as your starting point."

Today, Gary uses a mix of home-brewed 
biological fertilisers, mixed-crop fallows, 
and his certified organic cattle to improve 
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soil quality on his 450 hectare property 
at the base of Mt Alma, 15 minutes south 
of Home Hill.

"We've got about 100-130 ha of cane and 
20 ha of horticulture - mainly zucchini, 
chilli, pumpkin and some watermelon, 
as well as some leafies like spring onion, 
parsley and beetroot," Gary said.

"Most of the veggies go south to the 
markets, with some ending up in the 
supermarkets, but we also home deliver 
fresh fruit and veggies boxes locally 
under the name Mt Alma Fresh Organics.

"All of the veggies are completely 
organic and we also have about 20 ha of 
organic cane, although that's because 
the land was certified, not because we 
particularly wanted organic cane."

Gary's 200 head of cattle have proved 
to be an integral part of the farm's soil 
health system, not only munching fallow 
crops and returning nutrients to the soil, 
but also providing the base ingredients to 
produce the bio-fertilisers.

"Everyone wants to grow crop after crop, 
after crop, to get a monetary return, 
but we need to have that sacrificial crop 
every year or  two," Gary said.

Instead of just ploughing those fallow 
crops back into the ground as many 
growers do, Gary uses his cattle as 100% 
natural mulching machines.

“Originally the cattle were just a sideline, 
they'd graze on the areas that we weren’t 
farming on, but these days we look at 
them a bit differently, they’re my tools 
that come in and do the mulching. 

"We're growing multi-species fallow 
crops - sun hemp, sunflower, sorghum, 
dolichos bean – a variety of food, not just 
for the cattle, but for the soil. 

"And we’re getting value on both ends 
– the cattle are eating this great mix, 
putting on kilos, but they're also working 
as a mulcher putting nutrients back into 
the soil.

Continues page 16...
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"You might think there’s nothing left 
behind, but they’re putting all that urine 
and manure back into that paddock. 
And all that grass and food won’t be 
fully digested either, a lot of it will pass 
straight through them and be put back 
into the soil."

Once or twice a year Gary kills a cow and 
uses the contents of its gut as a starter 
for his bio-fertiliser brew.

"We take all that biology in the gut, all 
those microbes, and use them to make a 
batch of organic bio-fertiliser, much like 
the way you would brew beer using yeast 
and sugar.

"We feed the microbes what they like to 
eat and they multiply, then we put all that 
beneficial biology back into the soil."

While Gary still uses commercial 
fertilisers on most of his cane, the 
addition of bio-fertilisers has allowed him 
to significantly reduce nitrogen inputs.

"I’ve reduced my nitrogen by 30 or 40 
units, just as a trial, and so far the results 
have been impressive. Last year’s crop 
yielded the same as the previous year, 
before we reduced the N."

In fact, Gary has been so impressed with 
his experience of organic farming that he 
would encourage other growers to give 
it a go.

"Obviously every farm is different and 
what works on one farm might not work 
on another, but overall I've found the 
whole experience to be positive," he said.

"There's probably not much benefit in 
growing organic cane at the minute, as 
the mills won't accept it as organic, but 
putting good soil health practices into 
action will be beneficial to any farm, no 
matter what crop you're growing.

"Also, with organic farming you can't 
just go for the easy fix. If you're having 
problems with yield or pests or whatever, 
you can’t just go to town and buy a spray 
or a fertiliser, because you’ll lose your 
certification.

"You have to identify the problem then 
work out a solution. Sometimes that just 
means you have to suck it and see, and 
learn from your mistakes. 

"But for me that puts a bit of the interest 
back into farming."

Pictured: Gary is participating in a 
NQ Dry Tropics project to regenerate 
wetlands in the Burdekin Delta.
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"In just a couple of  
years we've seen 
a really positive 
change and it just 
keeps improving. 
The whole project 
has really opened 
my eyes to the 
possibilities 
and I'm already 
starting to think 
about what we 
can do next." 

WETLAND REGENERATION

It's not only the health of his soil that 
Gary is committed to improving. He is 
also participating in a NQ Dry Tropics 
project to regenerate wetlands in the 
Burdekin Delta.

With 100 ha of salt marsh and wetlands 
on his property, Gary has witnessed 
firsthand the changing face of the delta 
environment over the last 30 years.

"Years ago these wetlands would com-
pletely dry down during the dry period, 
that was their natural state," Gary said. 

"Then when the wet season came they'd 
fill up and the fish and birds would 
return.

"But what 's happened over the years 
is, due to the increase in irrigated 
agriculture, seepage through channel 
systems and tailwater from drains has 
led to the wetlands being wet all year 
round, and not having a chance to dry 
down at all.

"This basically turned it from a natural 
salt marsh into a fresh water lagoon and 

led to aquatic weeds completely choking 
out the system. 

"The number of wading birds was 
dropping, as were fish numbers, but at 
the same time pests like feral pig and 
coots were thriving and were then going 
into the surrounding paddocks and 
damaging the cane."

As part of the regeneration project, 
Gary installed a recycle pump, which 
redistributes water from an irrigation 
spillway before it enters the lagoon.

This has allowed the wetlands to 
naturally dry down, resulting in a 
significant die-back of Typha and other 
invasive weeds and has also seen a 
resurgence in bird and fish numbers.

He's also dredging invasive water 
hyacinth, which are clogging up 
creeks and drains on the property, and 
composting them to use on crops. 

 "In just a couple of  years we've seen a 
really positive change and it just keeps 
improving. The whole project has really 
opened my eyes to the possibilities and 
I'm already starting to think about what 
we can do next." 


